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What is a corpus?
How are corpora relevant to ELT? 
How can they be used?
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What is a corpus?
Loose Definition
Any body of text.
Common Definition
A body of machine-readable text.
Strict Definition
A finite collection of machine-readable text, 
sampled to be maximally representative of a 
language or variety.
Definitions from: 
McEnery, T. & Wilson, A. (2001, 2nd ed.) Corpus Linguistics. Edinburgh University Press.






Native speakers - Non-native speakers
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How are corpora used?
Raw




Form (e.g. singular/plural, tense)
Sense (e.g. lexis denoting belief, expectation)
Pragmatic function (e.g. request, invitation)
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Two additional benefits
Computers are difficult learners 
They can t handle ambiguity.
Everything has to be explained clearly            
and in detail.
Annotating corpora, i.e. teaching 
computers about language, can provide 
insights into 
Language structure and use.
Language teaching.
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Intuitions are not always dependable
About every fourth question in conversation is 
a question tag.
Biber et al. 1999. Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written 
English. Longman. (p. 211). Based on the Longman Spoken and 
Written English Corpus (40 million words).
Question tags, along with bowler hats, mostly 
belong to 1960s BBC broadcasts.
Bradford, R. 2002. Grammar is by Statisticians, Language is by 
Humans. IATEFL Issues 167 (p. 13).
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I f the language information we give 
learners is based only on intuitions 
I f the examples/ texts we select are 
chosen to reflect our intuitions 
then we may be presenting our 
personal informal observations about 
language, our preferred variety or 
idiosyncratic usage, as the only truth .
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I f-conditionals in a sample of 740 sentences 
from the written section of 
the British National Corpus
The three basic types
If + Present Simple will + infinitive
If + Past Simple would + infinitive
If + Past Perfect would + perfect infinitive
The 5-types framework of if-conditionals, 
as presented in 20 coursebooks
(upper-intermediate to advanced)
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Uses of learner corpora




Frequent / common errors
Patterns according to L1, age, medium, 
task type/context, genre
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Intuitions as the target of learning
Intuition, or a feel for the language, is what 
learners aim to develop.
Native speakers have developed that feel
through exposure to language in use and the 
recognition of patterns.
Through this exposure native speakers have 
built the mental equivalent of a corpus.
Intuitions can be seen as the results of the 
informal analysis of this mental corpus.
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Visualising pattern recognition
What are the parallels with teaching?
What are the parallels with grammar rules 
and lexical explanations?
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or an emerging pattern?More texts:
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More texts will confirm
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More texts will confirm 
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How can corpora help with exposure?
The example of extensive reading
EFL learners lack opportunities for rich language 
exposure and recognition of patterns.
Extensive reading is seen as a good way to 
develop intuitions in the same way as native 
speakers.
Representative corpora can offer condensed
exposure to such patterns.
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Condensed language evidence
One page contains 500 words on average.
The BNC contains 100 million words.
A six-year programme of five hours of teaching 
per week offers a total of 200 lessons.
To get the same amount of language evidence 
on a specific lexical or grammatical point 
through reading the learner would need to 
Examine 165 pages per lesson (intensive  
reading)
Read 90 pages per day (extensive reading), 
or 2-3 books per week.
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Corpora in the classroom
Soft version
Learners work with corpus-derived hard-
copy materials
Hard version
Learners work with corpora
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Corpora in the classroom: prerequisites
Teachers informed about corpora and trained 
in using corpus software.
Corpus use incorporated in teacher 
preparation programmes.
Learners trained in corpus use.
Investment in corpora and software.
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Corpora in the classroom:
Examples of the soft version
Collocations
Lexical meaning and use
Lexical inference
griefShow Page:1502hq000020M1396ªT10kwicsortSELEC  r641665beforeAJent nce Vi wlisFr u cy list1w rdG o !allany adje tivepr c d nb m t
Order by word Tag restriction: Letter: 
>I>><<I<
Your query "grief" returned 1396 matches, thinned with method random selection to 250 hits, sorted by preceding word at position 1 with 
tag-restriction any adjective (51 hits)
THE LAST OF ENGLAND Ted Walker 
Jonathan Cape, 
griefyears to come. Good _AJ0 CAF8 (73)
!" he exclaimed. "That seems a bit steepgrief"Good _AJ0 BNS 3527 (58)
, we had a practising Buddhist in once to talk to griefshared the secrets of her lifestyle. Good _AJ0 AJT 1046 (26)
.Their handwriting. "We can't read griefthe doctors "comments. Oh, good _AJ0 AA8 615 (7)
and despair room and expression, using them as 
a 
grief, it seems allied with giving the fundamental _AJ0 ARG 
1404
4 (39)
comes into play. The symbolism of weeping 
eczema 
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There are 1241 different types in your collocation database for "sorrow". (Your query "sorrow" 
returned 548 matches in 312 different texts)
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Collocations: exercise based on a single text
Read the text and 
Find (phrasal) verbs that combine with the 
word diet. 
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Examine the concordance and 
Find (phrasal) verbs that combine with the word 
diet. 
Group them in a logical way. Compare your 
groups.
Does diet have the same meaning in every 
sentence?
Which combinations seem to be more frequent 
with each meaning?
Find combinations with similar/opposite meaning.
Collocations: exercise based on corpus samples
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Hard version: getting more context
Once you have established a diet on which the child 
remains well, be careful not to allow too much of any one 
food. 
Most children do grow out of their sensitivities gradually, 
and it is important not to keep them on a restricted diet
any longer than necessary. Retest foods once or twice a 
year to see if they are still a problem. I f the child has ever 
had a severe reaction, or suffers from asthma, then the 
retesting must be done very cautiously. Parents who have 
had one food-sensitive child will want to minimize their 
chances of having another, and some useful preventive 
measures are described in Chapter Thirteen. 
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Lexical meaning and use: homework
Examine the sentences with sorrow and grief
What causes sorrow or grief?
What other words/expressions with a 
similar or opposite meaning can you find?
What verbs, adjectives and nouns seem to 
combine more often with the two words?
Are there any frequent fixed expressions?
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Teacher manipulation of corpus examples
Writing / Speech
Specific genre / text type
Examples according to level and focus
Amount of context 
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Potential problems: language description
Corpus worship discarding intuitions.
Corpus studies depend on labelling and 
counting which, in turn, depend on intuitions 
and theories.
Generalising from non-representative corpora.
Generalising from inappropriate corpora.
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Doing corpora .
New prescription (e.g. frequency worship).
Focus on lexis and grammar neglecting 
language skills development.
Focus on awareness neglecting production.
Low levels?
Young learners?
Potential problems: language teaching
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The big picture patterns 
Increasing availability web access
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Merits of corpora: language description 2
Checking intuitions
New insights - discovering patterns
Idiosyncratic uses diluted in corpus
Enough data to examine idiosyncratic uses
From prescription to description
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Merits of corpora: learning / teaching
From rule to patterns
Actual rather than made-up examples
A wealth of examples in different contexts
Amount of context according to needs
New lease of life for the language lab
Data-driven / discovery learning
Learner-centred methodology: the learner 
as language researcher/detective
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Corpus use has shown potential to 
Provide increasingly clear and accurate 
descriptions of native and learner 
language.
Empower NNS teachers and researchers.
Enhance data-driven / discovery learning 
Reinforce learner-centred methodologies
